
 Immaculate     Conception     RE 
 Confirmation     -     Saint     Essay 

 Patron     Saint     Essay 
 The     confirmand     takes     on     a     new     name     (Isa.     62:1-5)     of     a     man     or     woman     to     emulate, 

 imitate,     and     ask     for     intercession     throughout     his     or     her     life     here     on     earth. 

 Ultimately     every     son     and     daughter     of     God     is     created     to     be     a     saint,     and     the     saint’s 

 name     we     adopt     at     Confirmation     affirms     that     reality     while     encouraging     us     here     in 

 the     Church     Militant     to     strive     with     all     our     might     a�er     the     godly     examples     set     before 

 us     (Phil.     3:17-21).      We     continue     the     long     tradition     of     the     Hanover     deanery     parishes 

 of     confirmands     composing     an     essay     on     their     patron     saint.      The     essay     is     intended     to 

 edify     the     confirmand     in     preparation     of     their     reception     of     the     Sacrament     they     are 

 entering,     as     well     as     to     serve     as     a     sign     in     the     future     for     them     to     look     back     upon:      that 

 his     or     her     own     life     is     written     down     to     be     shared     one     day     with     the     Heavenly 

 hosts–and     even     before     then,     to     serve     as     an     example     of     holiness     and     love     to     those 

 who     follow     a�er     them. 

 Requirements: 

 ★  Essay     must     be     at     least     three     paragraphs 

 ★  Typed     or     neatly     handwritten 

 ★  MLA     style     heading  (includes     name,     date,     and     title) 

 ★  Content     must     include: 

 ○  The     saint’s     background 

 ○  The     saint’s     patronage 

 ○  Why     the     confirmand     is     taking     on     the     saint’s     name 

 ★  The     confirmand’s     full     signature     (including     confirmation     name)     at     the     end     of 

 the     essay     with     the     date 

 ○  First     Name     -     Middle     Name     -     Confirmation     Name     -     Last     Name 

 We     strongly     encourage     confirmands     to     choose     their     confirmation     saints 

 prayerfully,     asking     the     Holy     Spirit     for     guidance     and     rightness.      We     pray     that     the 

 Saint     Essay     serves     as     a     sign     of     encouragement     to     the     confirmand     throughout     his     or 

 her     life,     particularly     during     life’s     trials,     reminding     him     or     her     of     the     supernatural 

 destiny     prepared     for     them     by     their     Maker     before     the     world’s     beginning     (Eph.     1:4). 
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